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Reading and the First World War 2015-08-17 ranging from soldiers reading newspapers at the front to authors responses to the war this book sheds new light on the reading habits and preferences of men

and women combatants and civilians during the first world war this is the first study of the conflict from the perspective of readers

What is War ? 1878 a magisterial sunday times history of how books were used in war across the twentieth century both as weapons and as agents for peace we tend not to talk about books and war in

the same breath one ranks among humanity s greatest inventions the other among its most terrible but as esteemed literary historian andrew pettegree demonstrates the two are deeply intertwined the

book at war explores the various roles that books have played in conflicts throughout the globe winston churchill used a travel guide to plan the invasion of norway lonely families turned to libraries while

their loved ones were fighting in the trenches and during the cold war both sides used books to spread their visions of how the world should be run as solace or instruction manual as critique or

propaganda books have shaped modern military history for both good and ill with precise historical analysis and sparkling prose the book at war accounts for the power and the ambivalence of words at

war

The Book at War 2023-12-05 a true classic this is one of the best pieces of anti war literature ever written marine corps major general smedley butler holds no punches in this indictment against the war

profiteering racket and the unnecessary loss of life that is the end result of abhorrent industry

War is a Racket! 2015-07-02 a vigorous reappraisal of american literature inspired by the first world war american world war i literature has long been interpreted as an alienated outcry against modern

warfare and government propaganda this prevailing reading ignores the us army s unprecedented attempt during world war i to assign men except notoriously african americans to positions and ranks

based on merit and it misses the fact that the culture granted masculinity only to combatants while the noncombatant majority of doughboys experienced a different alienation that of shame drawing on

military archives current research by social military historians and his own readings of thirteen major writers keith gandal seeks to put american literature written after the great war in its proper context as a

response to the shocks of war and meritocracy the supposedly antiwar texts of noncombatant lost generation authors dos passos hemingway fitzgerald cummings and faulkner addressed often in coded

ways the noncombatant failure to measure up gandal also examines combat soldier writers william march thomas boyd laurence stallings and hervey allen their works are considered straight forward

antiwar narratives but they are in addition shaped by experiences of meritocratic recognition especially meaningful for socially disadvantaged men gandal furthermore contextualizes the sole world war i

novel by an african american veteran victor daly revealing a complex experience of both army discrimination and empowerment among the french finally gandal explores three women writers katherine

anne porter willa cather and ellen la motte who saw the war create frontline opportunities for women while allowing them to be arbiters of masculinity at home ultimately war isn t the only hell shows how

american world war i literature registered the profound ways in which new military practices and a foreign war unsettled traditional american hierarchies of class ethnicity gender and even race

War Isn't the Only Hell 2018-04-16 chronicles the joint effort of the u s government the publishing industry and the nation s librarians to boost troop morale during world war ii by shipping more than one

hundred million books to the front lines for soldiers to read during what little downtime they had

When Books Went to War 2014 the paris library meets the flight girls in this captivating historical novel about the sacrifice and courage necessary to live a life of honor inspired by the first female volunteer

librarians during world war i and the first women accepted into the u s naval academy two women one secret a truth worth fighting for 1918 timid and shy emmaline balakin lives more in books than her
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own life that is until an envelope crosses her desk at the dead letter office bearing a name from her past and emmaline decides to finally embark on an adventure of her own as a volunteer librarian on the

frontlines in france but when a romance blooms as she secretly participates in a book club for censored books emmaline will need to find more courage within herself than she ever thought possible in

order to survive 1976 kathleen carre is eager to prove to herself and to her nana that she deserves her acceptance into the first coed class at the united states naval academy but not everyone wants

female midshipmen at the academy and after tragedy strikes close to home kathleen becomes a target to protect herself kathleen must learn to trust others even as she discovers a secret that could be her

undoing

The War Librarian 2022-08-09 a west point english professor discusses teaching literature to young men and women preparing for war describing the changes that have occurred since september 11 what

it means to be a civilian teaching at a military academy and what books and movies mean to her students

Soldier's Heart 2007-10-16 this volume collects gellhorn s global reportage from the spanish civil war to the current troubles in central america whether recording the smell of summer grass over normandy

beaches or the suspended daily life of the mother of a disappeared salvadoran her passionate allegiance to truth shines throughout the work

The Face of War 1988 比類なき戦略家としてナポレオンを撃破したプロイセンの名参謀クラウゼヴィッツ その思想の精華たる本書は ミリタリズムの域を超えて あらゆる組織における決断とリーダーシップの永遠のバイブルである

戦争論下 2001-12 a boston globe horn book honor book an award winning stunningly illustrated sober depiction of war a recipient of the prestigious nami concours prize this remarkable book of striking often

surreal illustrations and sparse prose reveals the many sides of war where it comes from how it creeps up on us and how it destroys everything in its wake this evocative and bold work is an excellent

resource for educators in facilitating difficult yet necessary discussions about wars that continue to be fought around the world as deborah ellis author of the breadwinner series says if children are tough

enough to be bombed and starved they re tough enough to read about it an aldana libros book greystone kids

War 2021-08-24 george herbert mead 1863 1931 is a founding figure in the field of sociology his stature is comparable to that of his contemporaries emile durkheim and max weber mead s contribution

was a profound and unique american theory that analyzed society and the individual as social objects as mead saw it both society and the individual emerged from cooperative democratic processes linking

the self the other and the community mary jo deegan a leading scholar of mead s work traces the evolution of his thought its continuity and change she is particularly interested in the most controversial

period of mead s work in which he addressed topics of violence and the nation state mead s theory of war peace and society emerged out of the historical events of his time particularly world war i during

this period he went from being a pacifist along with his contemporaries john dewey and jane addams to being a strong advocate for war from 1917 1918 mead became a leader in voicing the need for war

based on his theory of self and society after the war he became disillusioned with president woodrow wilson with americans failure to support mechanisms for international arbitration and with the political

reasons for american participation in world war i he returned to a more pacifist and co operative model of behavior during the 1920s when he became less political more abstract and more withdrawn from

public debate the book includes deegan s interpretation of mead s early social thought his friendship and family networks the historical context of america at war and the importance of analysis of violence

and the state from mead s perspective she also provides illustrative selections from mead s work much of which was previously unpublished

Self, War, and Society 2017-09-08 中国圏と英語圏の解釈の相違と継承の経緯を分析し 東洋思想の系譜からタオイズムとの相互関連を検証 中国戦略思想の成立と発展を読み解く 気鋭の戦略思想家が 世界的名著の本質に迫る
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真説孫子 2018-02 when a martian spacecraft lands on woking common mankind is terrorized by aliens in tall armored capsules which stalk the countryside on three legs the machines wreak havoc on london

and the southern counties and survivors are driven underground scientist john nicholson tells how he was plunged into a paralyzing nightmare of stark terror savage madness and utter destruction

The War of the Worlds 2005 from the cockpit of a mig to the foot soldiers and tankers on the scarred bloody battlefields to the four star general commanding the attack red army is a riveting portrayal of

modern war and of human strengths and weaknesses seen entirely through russian eyes this extraordinary novel is destined to become a classic

Red Army 1990 published in 1912 men in war menschen im krieg in german is a novel written by andreas latzko drawing from his own experiences as a volunteer in the austro hungarian army during world

war i the novel provides a vivid and harrowing account of the horrors of war following the lives of soldiers from various backgrounds who find themselves thrust into the brutal reality of combat it delves into

the inner thoughts and struggles of these men as they grapple with fear uncertainty and the moral dilemmas of warfare this anti war novel is also a stark critique of the glorification of war and its

devastating consequences on individuals and society this new large print edition comes with an easy to read layout designed to make reading comfortable

Men in War 2024-04-20 this book is a result of an effort made by us towards making a contribution to the preservation and repair of original classic literature in an attempt to preserve improve and recreate

the original content we have worked towards 1 type setting reformatting the complete work has been re designed via professional layout formatting and type setting tools to re create the same edition with

rich typography graphics high quality images and table elements giving our readers the feel of holding a fresh and newly reprinted and or revised edition as opposed to other scanned printed optical

character recognition ocr reproductions 2 correction of imperfections as the work was re created from the scratch therefore it was vetted to rectify certain conventional norms with regard to typographical

mistakes hyphenations punctuations blurred images missing content pages and or other related subject matters upon our consideration every attempt was made to rectify the imperfections related to

omitted constructs in the original edition via other references however a few of such imperfections which could not be rectified due to intentional unintentional omission of content in the original edition were

inherited and preserved from the original work to maintain the authenticity and construct relevant to the work we believe that this work holds historical cultural and or intellectual importance in the literary

works community therefore despite the oddities we accounted the work for print as a part of our continuing effort towards preservation of literary work and our contribution towards the development of the

society as a whole driven by our beliefs we are grateful to our readers for putting their faith in us and accepting our imperfections with regard to preservation of the historical content happy reading

The Red Badge Of Courage 2019-06-10 three centuries of war three centuries of sacrifice tales of love and heroism from conflicts such as the napoleonic wars and afghanistan today the mirror in this

brilliant and profoundly moving collection of farewell letters written by servicemen and women to their loved ones siân price offers a remarkable insight into the hearts and minds of some of the soldiers

sailors and airmen of the past three hundred years each letter provides an enduring snapshot of an impossible moment in time when an individual stares death squarely in the face some were written or

dictated as the person lay mortally wounded many were written on the eve of a great charge or battle others were written by soldiers who experienced premonitions of their death or by kamikaze pilots and

condemned prisoners they write of the grim realities of battle of daily hardships of unquestioning patriotism or bitter regrets of religious fervor or political disillusionment of unrelenting optimism or sinking

morale and above all they write of their love for their family and the desire to return to them one day be it an epitaph dictated on a napoleonic battlefield a staunch unsentimental letter written by a victorian

officer or an email from a soldier in modern day afghanistan these voices speak eloquently and forcefully of the tragedy of war and answer that fundamental human need to say goodbye the poignant
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farewells encapsulate the final words of servicemen to their loved ones before they were killed in action the telegraph a timely reminder of the tremendous sacrifices made by fighting men and women of all

countries in all ages military history monthly

War Information Series 1918 in peace prepare for war in war prepare for peace appear weak when you are strong and strong when you are weak the supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without

fighting written 2 500 years ago by the chinese general sun tzu the art of war is revered today as the world s most important commentary on war and peace a poetic and potent treatise on military strategy

it has established its significance as an invaluable guide to using skill cunning tactics and discipline to outwit the opponent in diplomacy public administration and corporate leadership this edition containing

an illuminating foreword by bestselling author dr radhakrishnan pillai that contrasts sun tzu s text with chanakya s arthashastra is a must read for all those who want to gain a deeper understanding of

strategic decision making

If You're Reading This . . . 2012-02-29 the art of war written by the legendary sun tzu is widely considered to be one of the greatest books of all time this great classic on war and strategy has been read

by many in all walks of life from politicians to business leaders and the like for many the art of war is required reading for various courses and curriculums and for others who simply enjoy reading timeless

pieces of classic literature this gem by sun tzu is highly recommended published by classic books international and beautifully produced the art of war would make an ideal gift and it should be a part of

everyone s personal library

The Art of War 2018-01-24 presents an overview of the civil war including history important people and battles and a timeline of events

Art of War 2009-10-30 provides a unique single vol ref source on the armies battles weapons and leaders of the first great war that shook europe and the world during the 20th cent it presents in

encyclopedic detail a wide range of info facilitating rapid access to the essential facts and figures of ww1 chapters causes of ww1 a historical section which charts the progress of the war year by year and

with clear informative maps of important battles and offensives a detailed chronology of the war years a record of the weapons and tactics of the war and info on every combatant nation glossary

colloquialisms and obscurities and more than 250 contemporary photos and engravings

War Department Technical Manual 1940 a companion to the war film contains 27 original essays that examine all aspects of the genre from the traditional war film to the new global nature of conflicts and

the diverse formats that war stories assume in today s digital culture includes new works from experienced and emerging scholars that expand the scope of the genre by applying fresh theoretical

approaches and archival resources to the study of the war film moves beyond the limited confines of the combat film to cover home front films international and foreign language films and a range of

conflicts and time periods addresses complex questions of gender race forced internment international terrorism and war protest in films such as full metal jacket good kill grace is gone gran torino the

messenger snow falling on cedars so proudly we hail tae guk gi the brotherhood of war tender comrade and zero dark thirty provides a nuanced vision of war film that brings the genre firmly into the 21st

century and points the way for exciting future scholarship

The Civil War 2015 world war ii has been declared and the chivers children are sent to the safety of the countryside they are delighted to be brought back home to manchester when it looks like the

germans aren t going to invade after all but the air raid siren goes off and this time it s frighteningly real
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The World War One Source Book 2000-06-01 this book investigates architectural and urban dimensions of the ethnic nationalist conflict in sarajevo the capital of bosnia and herzegovina during and after the

siege of 1992 1995 focusing on the wartime destruction of a portion of the cityscape in central sarajevo and its post war reconstruction re inscription and memorialization the book reveals how such spatial

transformations become complicit in the struggle for reconfiguration of the city s territory boundaries and place identity drawing on original research the study highlights the capacities of architecture and

urban space to mediate terror violence and resistance and to deal with heritage of the war and act a catalyst for ethnic segregation or reconciliation based on a multi disciplinary methodological approach

grounded in architectural and urban theory the spatial turn in critical social theory and assemblage thinking as well as techniques of spatial analysis in particular morphological mapping the book provides

an innovative spatial framework for analyzing the political role of contemporary cities

A Companion to the War Film 2016-05-31 age of ice and steel tells the story of a handful of lives transfixed and transformed by the german invasion of the soviet union in world war ii it follows the parallel

and intersecting lives of heinz guderian and georgi zhukov the two most dynamic and important commanders of the campaign as well as the lives of ordinary citizens nadia lev anatoly and sebastian but it

is far from being a mere historical novel it stands at the brink of literature and research an approach which was essential to emphasize differences in tactics attitudes characters and philosophies guderian

and zhukov were the new archetypes of a modernized military philosophy and the brand new war doctrines by which modern leaders rule their generals and modern nations fight their wars indispensable

and fascinating reading for anyone interested in world war ii or modern warfare age of ice and steel is the essential novel of the war in the east

Bombs and Blackberries 2003 pavilion is proud to publish as a result of the work of the comenius project this unique anthology of extracts short stories and poetry on the theme of war and peace in

children s literature the moving and thought provoking selection is taken from among others raymond briggs ethel and ernest a true story michael foreman s war game michael morpurgo s war horse peter

dickinson s ak wilfred owen s futility robert westall s gulf judith kerr s when hitler stole pink rabbit art spiegelman s maus and includes literature on more recent wars in bosnia and rwanda and the troubles

in northern ireland

Architecture, Urban Space and War 2018-07-18 all students can learn about world war i through text written at four different reading levels symbols on the pages represent reading level ranges to help

differentiate instruction provided comprehension questions complement the text

Age of Ice and Steel 2013-09 this textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the strategic history of the past two centuries showing how those 200 years were shaped and reshaped extensively by

war the book takes a broad view of what was relevant to the causes courses and consequences of conflict the volume provides students with a strong grounding in the contribution of war to the

development of the modern world from the pre industrial era to the age of international terrorism and smart weapons covering all the major wars of the past two centuries the third edition has been revised

and updated and now includes new introductory essays at the start of each section to help students recognize historical turning points and strategic themes revised and updated material on the post cold

war period accommodating new developments and contemporary perspectives new material on non western views on strategy especially sun tzu a new chapter on the age of acceleration and great power

competition starting with the death of bin laden and ending with the ukraine crisis a new conclusion offering a synthesis between the message of earlier editions and the state of strategy today this textbook

will be essential reading for students of strategic studies security studies war studies international relations and international history
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In Times of War 2000 infinitely readable and absorbing bruce catton s the civil war is one of the best selling most widely read general histories of the war available in a single volume newly introduced by

the critically acclaimed civil war historian james m mcpherson the civil war vividly traces one of the most moving chapters in american history from the early division between the north and the south to the

final surrender of confederate troops catton s account of battles is carefully interwoven with details about the political activities of the union and confederate armies and diplomatic efforts overseas this new

edition of the civil war is a must have for anyone interested in the war that divided america

Examination of the War on Poverty 1967 few historical events have resonated as much in modern british culture as the second world war it has left a rich legacy in a range of media that continue to attract

a wide audience film tv and radio photography and the visual arts journalism and propaganda architecture museums music and literature the enduring presence of the war in the public world is echoed in

its ongoing centrality in many personal and family memories with stories of the second world war being recounted through the generations this collection brings together recent historical work on the cultural

memory of the war examining its presence in family stories in popular and material culture and in acts of commemoration in britain between 1945 and the present

Leveled Texts: World War I 2014-01-01 this is the chapter slice the ground war gr 5 8 from the full lesson plan persian gulf war 1990 1991 get the facts about the u s led operation desert storm from 1990

to 1991 our resource highlights the events that occurred shortly after iraq s invasion of kuwait complete a map activity of iraq conduct a research report on the process of extracting oil to establish the

motivations behind the invasion of kuwait get to know saddam hussein from his early life to his involvement with the baath party and finally the leader of iraq read about the invasion of kuwait and how

other countries and the un reacted to this learn about operations desert shield and desert storm and how the u s sent troops to the gulf to help protect other nations from hussein show your artistic side by

designing a comic strip poster or diorama showcasing some aspect of the persian gulf war aligned to your state standards and written to bloom s taxonomy additional hands on activities crossword word

search comprehension quiz and answer key are also included

War, Peace and International Relations 2023-10-24 this is the chapter slice victory gr 5 8 from the full lesson plan persian gulf war 1990 1991 get the facts about the u s led operation desert storm from

1990 to 1991 our resource highlights the events that occurred shortly after iraq s invasion of kuwait complete a map activity of iraq conduct a research report on the process of extracting oil to establish the

motivations behind the invasion of kuwait get to know saddam hussein from his early life to his involvement with the baath party and finally the leader of iraq read about the invasion of kuwait and how

other countries and the un reacted to this learn about operations desert shield and desert storm and how the u s sent troops to the gulf to help protect other nations from hussein show your artistic side by

designing a comic strip poster or diorama showcasing some aspect of the persian gulf war aligned to your state standards and written to bloom s taxonomy additional hands on activities crossword word

search comprehension quiz and answer key are also included

The Civil War 2005 paperback edition is available from the society of biblical literature sbl site org

British Cultural Memory and the Second World War 2013-11-21 a stunning novel of world war 1 it is so absorbing and atmospheric that you will want to keep reading to the end told through the voice of a

young soldier it captures in 24 hours the memories of his life with the harsh realisation that he is also facing an unknown future a deeply moving portrayal of camaraderie and courage innocence and

brutality telegraph
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Persian Gulf War (1990-1991): The Ground War Gr. 5-8 2016-06-01 孫子 と並ぶ戦略論の聖典 戦争論 その重要部分を 格段にわかりやい訳で紹介 名著のエッセンスがスラスラ頭に入る決定版です

Persian Gulf War (1990-1991): Victory Gr. 5-8 2016-06-01

The Reading War Coloring Book 2017-12-15

Writing and Reading War 2008

Private Peaceful 2004

縮訳版戦争論 2020-11
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